ATTENTION: PLEASE REVIEW YOUR COMPLETED APPLICATION CAREFULLY BEFORE MAKING A FINAL SUBMISSION. INCORRECT INFORMATION AND NUMEROUS ERRORS SLOW THE REVIEW PROCESS AND MAY DISQUALIFY THE APPLICATION ENTIRELY. IN ADDITION, FOOD LOGISTICS’ EDITORS MAY EDIT MATERIAL PRIOR TO PUBLICATION.

Applications are now being accepted for the 2018 Food Logistics Champions: Rock Stars of the Supply Chain.

The Food Logistics Champions: Rock Stars of the Supply Chain award recognizes influential individuals in our industry whose achievements, hard work, and vision have shaped and attained milestones in safety, efficiency, productivity and innovation throughout the global food supply chain. From early pioneers and entrepreneurs to non-conformist thinkers and executive standouts, Food Logistics Champions: Rock Stars of the Supply Chain aims to honor these leaders and their contributions to our industry.

The individuals chosen as Food Logistics Champions: Rocks Stars of the Supply Chain will be profiled in the March 2018 issue.

To nominate an individual (or to self-nominate), please complete the following questionnaire. PLEASE NOTE: All applications for the award MUST BE submitted electronically through this link.

The honorees will be determined by Food Logistics’ editorial staff and advisory board.

Deadline: All entries must be submitted by Friday, January 5, 2018. For questions, please contact Lara L. Sowinski at lsowinski@acbusinessmedia.com, or Amy Wunderlin at awunderlin@acbusinessmedia.com

Information about the nominee and his/her contribution(s):

Name and Title:

Company Name or Organization (if applicable):

Contact information (tel number and email, and web site if applicable):

Nominee’s bio (300 words or less):
What qualifies this nominee for *Food Logistics Champions: Rock Stars of the Supply Chain*? (please provide as much detail as possible):

Please provide a comment, quote, words of wisdom, observation or insight from the individual nominated that *Food Logistics* could share with its readers:

May we contact the individual nominated for additional information or to request an interview? (If “no” please provide an alternate contact name/number):

Is there any other information we should know about the nominee? (optional):